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It’s your graduation day, you found a way, you’re done
You’ve rolled with the ups and downs and at times, it wasn’t fun
Your masks never seemed to fit, the floor arrows were ignored 

You had class from your bed sometimes 
watching zoom sessions on record

 
Yet, you still made the most of what was a challenging year
You showed up with a smile, did your best, now you’re here

 
Now move on, as you are, go make the world a better place

Be curious to keep growing, look to learn from your mistakes
 

Some of you may feel an urge to leave the nest 
Not considering all the pros and cons will leave you stressed

Freedom comes with some bill$ and some things that will surprise
So keep a key to your parent’s house so they can dry your eyes

 
Now move on, as you are, go make the world a better place

Be curious to keep growing, give people space to make mistakes
 

Look to create a bit more than you consume
A challenging goal but with some grit, you can come through

Seek to understand those with a different point of view
The mystery is lost if you hold back and just assume

 
So I need you to press on, 

Heaven is a place not so far away
We all know we should be the ones to bring

More glimpses to earth
So grab His hand and hold on

Tell Him everything that you need to say
‘Cause we know how it feels to have someone

Feels to have someone who’s guiding your way
 

So today marks the day when your new adventure starts 
Lean on each other, and as you do, follow your heart

 
and move on, as you are, to make the world a better place

And thanks for the memories, now go on and celebrate
yes, thanks for the memories, now go on and celebrate

 


